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Figure 1: Hidden Interfaces is designed to be embedded underneath transmissive materials, such as textile, wood veneer, acrylic
or one-way mirrors, and appear on-demand for touch-based interaction. Our vision is to enable low-complexity interaction
technology that can coexist with everyday materials and aesthetics.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Consumer electronics are increasingly using everyday materials
to blend into home environments, often using LEDs or symbol
displays under textile meshes. Our surveys (n=1499 and n=1501)
show interest in interactive graphical displays for hidden interfaces
— however, covering such displays signifcantly limits brightness,
material possibilities and legibility.
To overcome these limitations, we leverage parallel rendering
to enable ultrabright graphics that can pass through everyday materials. We unlock expressive hidden interfaces using rectilinear
graphics on low-cost, mass-produced passive-matrix OLED displays. A technical evaluation across materials, shapes and display
techniques, suggests 3.6–40X brightness increase compared to more
complex active-matrix OLEDs.
We present interactive prototypes that blend into wood, textile,
plastic and mirrored surfaces. Survey feedback (n=1572) on our
prototypes suggests that smart mirrors are particularly desirable.
A lab evaluation (n=11) reinforced these fndings and allowed us
to also characterize performance from hands-on interaction with
diferent content, materials and under varying lighting conditions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have seen an increased interest in the ability
to deliver on the vision of ubiquitous computing. With the proliferation of consumer electronics and smart appliances, homes
are beginning to embrace various types of smart devices, Internetconnected technology that ofer functionality such as music control,
voice assistance, and home automation. A graceful integration of
these devices requires adaptation to existing aesthetics and user
styles. There has thus been an increasing desire to create smart devices and appliances, which can preserve the aesthetics of everyday
materials, while providing on-demand access to interaction and
digital displays.
Today’s smart devices tend to fall into two categories. On the
one hand, there are devices with no or minimal displays, where
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Figure 2: Concept sketches that illustrate how hidden interfaces could appear and disappear in everyday materials and appliances. From lef to right: The speaker’s volume control appears upon touch; The dishwasher displays the remaining time (27
minutes) and the current wash cycle (5/6) when the user waves their hand; The mirror displays the current outdoor temperature (75° Fahrenheit) when it detects a user in front of it.
.
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Figure 3: Parallel rectilinear rendering achieves ultra-bright graphics on low-cost passive-matrix OLED displays. From lef to
right: Display hidden under textile; Touch-activated controls; Switches under veneer; Typography difused by textile; Clear
text under mirror; Leveraging high-speed rendering of scalable vector graphics for animated 3D efects.
the main interaction is performed through a mobile app or using
speech. On the other hand, there are high-fdelity touch displays, recently often leveraging active-matrix OLED (AMOLED) technology.
Their disadvantage is the tension that screens create with everyday
materials, and when turned of, black screens become “black holes”
that disrupt the physical environment.
To enable expressive displays without these tradeofs, strategies
have been developed to realize displays that can disappear. Partially
refective material has been used to hide displays when not in use in
e.g., smart mirrors (e.g., [4, 16]), TV mirrors (e.g.,[28, 29]) and smart
thermostats [14]. Frosted, translucent materials can hide displays,
but absorb and distort light, which limits their use to basic difuse
and dim graphics (e.g., [13]). Today’s brightest displays are expensive and complex as they are optimized for image quality. Rendering
strategies for low-cost displays on the other hand, are typically not
efective in generating sufcient light to pass through everyday
materials. To overcome this limitation, smart speakers are increasingly using textile mesh covers with special-purpose illumination.
They employ high-brightness LEDs underneath textile to provide
abstract indicators [12], 7-segment displays to show time [32], or
to illuminate fxed icons [41]. These special-purpose displays are,
however, limited to basic, predefned content. Projectors have also
been proposed for on-demand interfaces, but they are less relevant

for our use cases of self-contained smart home devices, since they
are not designed to ft into compact and fat form factors. Front
projection, on the other hand, might not be practical in everyday
home environments due to brightness limitations, occlusion issues
and the need for calibration, alignment and distortion correction.
Additionally, it is not practical to project onto refective, specular,
or textile mesh surfaces.
Hidden interfaces that can blend into the environment have a
unique potential to balance aesthetics and functionality, with new
opportunities for ubiquitous computing (See Figure 1). We realized a system that can allow home device controls to appear from
underneath textile, wood, plastic and mirrors — and fade out and
disappear when not in use, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this work,
we advance the potential symbiosis of electronics and everyday
environments through user research, interaction technology and
technical characterizations.
Specifcally, our work focuses on hidden displays that can support interaction with expressive, reconfgurable graphical user interfaces (UIs), expressive scalable vector graphics, and typography
(See Figure 3). Our direction is informed by large-scale surveys
(n=1499 and n=1502), which show clear interest in such displays and
provide insights on participants’ material and content preferences.
To enable the required high-brightness visuals to pass through
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materials, we leverage efcient parallelized rendering on passivematrix OLED (PMOLED) displays using rectilinear, axis-aligned
lines. We use hardware prototypes to demonstrate UIs that can
appear through transmissive materials using low-cost PMOLEDs.
By coupling our visual output with capacitive sensing, we enable a
series of applications across four types of everyday materials. To
validate the advantages of the approach, we conducted a technical evaluation using seven material conditions, four displays, and
content consisting of simple shapes, text and UI elements. We also
solicited feedback on six implemented use cases in an evaluative
large-scale survey (n=1572). Finally, we conducted a user study with
11 participants that provides quantitative and qualitative feedback
on interactions with our display under diferent lighting conditions,
materials and applications.

1.1

Contributions

The contributions of this work are:
• Foundational large-scale surveys with 1499 and 1502
participants, which provide insights on who may be interested in hidden interfaces, and the most promising materials
and content types.
• Hidden Interfaces hardware and UIs that implement ondemand interaction using high-brightness, parallel rendering
of rectilinear elements on low-cost PMOLED displays. We
demonstrate scalable graphical UI elements and typography
with fuid animation enabled by high-speed rendering.
• Technical evaluation that characterizes the technique’s
performance in seven material conditions, comparing it to
three baselines (scanline rendering and two high-quality
AMOLED displays), with basic primitives, as well as a selection of representative UI elements and text. Our analysis
suggests that our method can achieve more than 3.6–40X
increase in brightness for rectilinear graphics on most transmissive materials for these types of content.
• Evaluative large-scale survey with 1572 participants
on the desirability of our implemented hidden interface use
cases.
• Evaluative lab study with 11 participants that provides
feedback from hands-on experiences with our prototypes.
We report results from content being viewed under diferent
ambient lighting, performance measured in a targeting task,
and qualitative feedback on concept, use cases and materials.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Hidden textile displays
Hidden displays are often explored in the context of textiles so that
they can be discreetly embedded in clothing, for example, using
braiding [25], knitting [26], and weaving [5] to enable the integration of fexible, emissive optical fbers with textile fbers, using
manual techniques or through programmable industrial machines.
Such displays can appear and disappear while minimally impacting the appearance of the fabric. Discrete LEDs have also been
manually sewn into textiles with conductive thread [3]. Arranging
discrete LEDs into graphical display matrices is possible, but ineffective and limited to low pixel densities, greatly constraining the
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possible expressivity. To add graphical display capabilities, other approaches include liquid crystal ink [38], thermochromic ink [7, 27],
and electroluminescent materials [15]. These techniques have other
challenges, such as no or low light emission, slow refresh rates, and,
most importantly, limited scalability of the fabrication methods.
Additionally, they usually do not inherently provide a mechanism
to hide the display when not in use. Our technique provides an
expressive graphical display, which can appear/disappear on demand with fast refresh rates, and we leverage widely available and
low-cost PMOLED technology. While textile display research is
typically focused on material integration, ambient displays also
require low-cost, low-complexity and always-on capabilities.

2.2

Ambient displays

Ideas and research around ambient displays have been popular
in ubiquitous computing [21, 37]. E-ink has been integrated into
wearables, such as clothing [8] and nails [9], and been powered
wirelessly using Near-Field Communication (NFC) [6]. E-ink’s main
disadvantage is a slow refresh rate and high power consumption
during screen updates, making it less suitable for real-time interface
and interactions.
Living Wood [18] created an inspiring alphanumeric segmented
display underneath wood, but resolution and scalability is limited
by complex individual wiring to each LED. The limited expressivity
of the segmented display is also amplifed by perceptual risks [35].
Ambient displays can also take non-graphical forms, such as
embedding custom-designed displays in everyday objects or walls,
using screen printing of electroluminescent materials [24]. Other
ambient displays follow the philosophy of tangible interfaces [17]
to communicate using movement or shape change [40]. The major
disadvantage of such displays is their limited expressivity. Even in
our proof-of-concept implementation with a 128×96 resolution, we
have more than 12 000 individually controllable LEDs in a dense
arrangement. It is, however, critical to balance complexity, expressivity and scalability in ambient displays to match intended use.

2.3

Optimizing display performance for
specifc applications

While many applications can leverage generic display confgurations and drivers, researchers continue to optimize performance
for specifc applications through innovative software and hardware. Many rendering techniques focus on environmental light
correction [23, 33] or image quality, such as resolution, contrast,
brightness, and depth of feld. Computational techniques include
using image decomposition to improve image quality [30], whereas
custom hardware allowed multi-layer LCDs [19] to increase resolution and depth of feld, or enable high dynamic range (HDR)
through projected modulated light [2]. Custom displays are, however, expensive to produce at scale — thus, there are advantages
in leveraging inexpensive of-the-shelf displays. Rendering techniques have also been used to reduce OLED power consumption,
by selectively dimming parts of the screen where the user is not
looking [39]. Inspired by this research, we use a parallel rendering
pipeline that is particularly suitable for high-brightness rendering
of rectilinear UI primitives on widely available and low-cost display
technology.
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Figure 4: Desirability rankings for hidden interface materials and content. Top: Material preferences for participants who feel
that it is important (+), unimportant (-) or neither (0) that smart device aesthetics match the user’s home (n=1499). Botom:
Content preferences for participants who have (yes) and have no (no) experience using home devices (n=1502).

3

FOUNDATIONAL LARGE-SCALE SURVEYS
WITH 1499 AND 1502 PARTICIPANTS

To learn about the potential for hidden interfaces, we decided to
leverage large-scale surveys to get a broad representation of the
general population. Our goal was to understand the desirability of
hidden interfaces, various cover materials and content to display
— and how attitudes might vary based on home device usage and
interest in style and aesthetics.

3.1

Participants

We used Google Surveys [11] to deploy two surveys (due to limitation of ten questions per survey) to the general population in the US
of all ages and gender, since that was the largest English-speaking
population that we could target with the tool to get broad representation (“Internet users reading content on a network of web-publisher
sites using Google Opinion Rewards for Publishers”) [11]. Furthermore, the US has the highest penetration rate for smart homes [34].
Survey 1 focused on attitudes towards specifc materials that the device could be hidden under, whereas Survey 2 focused on attitudes
towards the types of content that such hidden devices could display.
For the 1499 complete responses in Survey 1, the platform reported
that 34% were women, 42% men, and 24% unknown, across all age
ranges (4%: 18–24, 13%: 25–34, 13%: 35–44, 14%: 45–54, 16%: 55–64,
16%: 65+, and 24% unknown). For the 1502 complete responses from
Survey 2, 30% were women, 44% men, and 26% unknown, across
all age ranges (4%: 18–24, 11%: 25–34, 12%: 35–44, 14%: 45–54, 17%:
55–64, 16%: 65+, and 26% unknown).

3.2

Results

We summarize the main fndings in this section, but the detailed
statistical analysis is provided in Appendix A.
Specifc materials. Desirability for devices hidden under plastic,
wood, mirror or textile (n=1499). The results suggest that people
who ranked design importance high also rated wood and mirror
materials signifcantly higher than others. See Figure 4, top.
Specifc content. Desirability for diferent content (n=1502). The
results suggest that there was a statistically signifcant diference in
content type ratings for the whole population and between groups
with diferent home devices usage. Overall, text was ranked highest.
Text and image content were also both signifcantly higher rated

than video. Additionally, people who had used home devices rated
text, controls and images signifcantly higher than others. See Figure
4, bottom.

3.3

Discussion

Perceived importance of design led to higher preference for wood
and mirror materials. Today’s consumer devices that use displays
underneath material mostly leverage textile meshes or plastic, with
mirrored surfaces being less common. While we did not see an
efect for our general population or based on device experience, our
analysis did show that design preference infuences how desirable
people fnd diferent materials. Especially, we identifed that this
group more than others favored wood and mirror materials, as
shown in Figure 4, top. This insight suggests an opportunity to
explore displays that could penetrate wood surfaces, while also
being compatible with plastic, textile and mirrored surfaces.
Experience with home devices led to stronger preference for text,
controls and images. Home devices span a wide range of display
capabilities, from basic digital time displays to high-defnition tabletsized screens. Our analysis helps inform the types of content to
support in hidden interfaces by showing that people who had used
devices rated text, UI controls and images higher, and that video
was the least desirable content. See Figure 4, bottom.

4

EFFICIENT, HIGH-BRIGHTNESS
RENDERING FOR AMBIENT DEVICES

The large-scale surveys suggested potential for hidden displays
that present simple graphics and text. In this section, we discuss
how content-aware rendering enables low-cost and widely available matrix displays to gain the signifcant brightness needed to
penetrate everyday materials, unlocking their potential for use as
cost-efective hidden interfaces.

4.1

Popular special-purpose displays do not
emit enough light to penetrate materials

Products select displays based on both application needs and tradeofs between cost and complexity. Thus, we continue to see products that use E-ink for E-book readers, LEDs for oven timers, and
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Figure 5: Parallel rendering activates multiple rows simultaneously to take advantage of redundancies in rectilinear graphics,
which can greatly reduce the number of frames needed to render contents. The Scanline content-agnostic rendering processes
each row, which limits the brightness since at most one row can be illuminated at a time.
Table 1: Simple rectilinear primitives require only 1 or 2 operations with parallel rendering, compared to the scanline technique, which requires iterations through all rows that make up the display height (h).
Primitive
Solid rectangle
Hollow rectangle
Vertical line
Horizontal line

Parallel rendering
1 operation
2 operations (horizontal + vertical lines)
1 operation
1 operation

LCDs for microwaves. While many of those technologies are costefective at scale, none of them have the emissive capabilities to
display images from underneath materials.

4.2

Cost and complexity of AMOLEDs is
prohibitive for ambient devices

While many of today’s consumer devices employ AMOLED displays,
active electronics greatly increase complexity and cost. AMOLEDs
are therefore mainly used in high-end devices, such as smartphones,
tablets and premium smartwatches, as their cost and manufacturing
complexity is prohibitive for ubiquitous computing devices. While
the cost and availability of premium AMOLED displays will improve
over time, they are still not ideal for every application or product.

4.3

PMOLEDs low brightness is the result of
content-agnostic scanline rendering

AMOLEDs achieve high-quality, ficker-free and bright graphics
through dedicated memory, which maintains per-pixel state.
PMOLEDs, however, are based on a simple design without perpixel memory, which greatly reduces manufacturing costs and complexity. Thus, they continue to be used in basic devices where
AMOLEDs are too advanced, as PMOLEDs are a great match for
small, low-complexity UIs with limited resolution. The disadvantage of PMOLEDs is that they require active display driver circuitry
that runs an update loop to select columns and power rows, controlling how current fows through and illuminates specifc pixels.
To display general-purpose content, existing drivers inspect the
framebufer using the scanline technique (row-by-row), and select
which columns to activate for each row. For each display frame,
they thus need to iterate through all rows for the height of the
display. This process results in only one row of pixels turned on
at a time, which limits the instantaneous display brightness to the
luminance of 1 row of pixels (width × per-pixel luminance). The
vertical temporal multiplexing can also introduce ficker since all

Scanline (row-by-row)
h operations (all shapes)

rows except one are always turned of. See Figure 5, "Scanline"
(right).

4.4

Parallel rendering can boost PMOLED
brightness by several orders of magnitude

However, similarly to how multiple columns can be selected, we can
also simultaneously enable multiple rows. The parallel powering of
multiple rows replicates the column pattern across the rows, with
the potential for more light output and higher frame rate. This technique is most efective when it is applied to rectilinear, axis-aligned
geometry, such as rectangles, where there is inherent redundancy
of content across rows. A signifcant increase in performance is
thus possible if we can use rectilinear primitives as input to the
display driver, rather than framebufer pixels. For example, Figure
5 shows how a rectangle outline can be rendered with just two
operations, when parallel rendering can activate all similar rows.
The corresponding scanline version will need a frame for each row,
resulting in as many operations as there are rows — heiдht(display)
operations.
The architecture also supports unique brightness levels in each
operation through variation of the voltage diferential between
rows and columns. Thus, we can control per-pixel brightness by
providing unique values in each activated column, and unique values in each activated row. For example, interpolating from [0..255]
for a column vector, and [0..255] for a row vector would render
a gradient fll from 0 (top, left) to full brightness (bottom, right),
in a single operation. Figure 3 shows a practical example of how
slide switches under veneer are rendered dim when of (top) and
brighter when on (bottom).
The technique is not strictly limited to lines and rectangles, even
if that is where we see the most dramatic performance increase.
Rounded shapes can be achieved by omitting corner pixels, requiring 1 additional operation for flled rectangles, but no additional
operations for hollow rectangles. We can also add antialiasing pixels for smoothing, where we render four corner pixels in a single
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Figure 6: Slider, toggle, switch and cursor. Using primitives, we compose basic UI elements for continuous or binary input.
operation. Diagonal lines and circles beneft the least from our approach, given that their content has little redundancy across rows.
Worst case is when we need a unique row/column combination
for each pixel in a diagonal line across the width/height of the display, which would result in the same performance as the scanline
algorithm. Circles could, however, leverage their symmetry when
decomposed into vertical and horizontal lines to achieve at least
2X the performance of the scanline algorithm.
This work leverages the temporal and spatial advantages of
parallel rendering for signifcantly brighter graphics thanks to both
the drastic speed-up and the ability to illuminate larger areas of
the display in each frame, compared to a single row for scanline
rendering.

5

SCALABLE RECTILINEAR UI PRIMITIVES
AND CONTROLS

The survey results suggest a preference for UI elements and text
over more complex content (e.g., video), which supports our emphasis on rectilinear graphics and UI-focused application scenarios. To
fully take advantage of the parallel rendering of multiple rows, we
designed a system around rectilinear graphics that can be rendered
efciently based on the redundancy across rows and columns. The
designer can thus balance desired display brightness with the number of on-screen elements, and further leverage aligned graphics to
exploit redundancies. Rectilinear redundancies also allow arbitrary
stroke thickness and efects. (See Figure 3). Graphics can be scaled,
stretched and moved freely on the canvas from frame-to-frame,
enabling fuid animations and pseudo-3D efects. The system is
designed for a small set of minimal UI elements to enable occasional and sporadic interactions with on-demand interfaces and is
not suitable nor intended to be a complete UI framework with advanced compositions. We envision that each interface can provide
diferent basic controls, such as light switches, volume controls and
thermostats — but only showing one at a time.

5.1

Basic primitives: rectangles and lines

Rectangles and lines form our basic elements, which we render with
just 1 or 2 operations (See Table 1). For these primitives the speedup is (0.5 to 1) × the display height (h) compared to the scanline
approach. On our 128×96-pixel display, a hollow rectangle and a
flled rectangle can thus appear 48X or 96X brighter, respectively.
We can further compose rectangles and lines to form a basic set of
user interface controls for parallel rendering, as shown in Figure 6.

5.2

Sliders: continuous parameters

The vertical/horizontal slider is a widely used UI-element. To control and visualize continuous parameters, like audio volume, we
combine a darker hollow rectangle (outline), partially flled with
a bright solid rectangle, as shown in Figure 7, which also shows
how we can leverage the ability to use diferent brightness levels
across operations. Per Table 1, composing a dark hollow rectangle
and a solid fll requires 3 operations. We support arbitrary stroke
thickness, since that just adds redundant lines, which we can render
in the same operation.
Additionally, we can use multiple bars to visualize, e.g., audio
spectrum during music playback or to control multiple parameters,
such as RGB/HSV color for a smart lightbulb. We can render n
horizontal sliders using 3 operations if they are all on a single row,
or using 2+n operations if they are all aligned vertically. The aligned
outlines are rendered in parallel using 2 operations. For sliders on a
single row, we can render all unique values in 1 operation, whereas
vertically aligned sliders require 1 operation for each.

5.3

Selection controls: toggles, radio buttons,
and switches

Figure 7 shows our implementation of Toggle and Switch, two common selection controls. The toggle can be used for both checkboxes
(multi-choice) and radio buttons (exclusive selection). We render it
with a dark hollow rectangle when not selected (2 operations), and
add a bright flled rectangle when selected (3 operations). For our
switch, we use a dark outline and fll it with a dark rectangle to the
left (of), or with a bright rectangle to the right (on).

5.4

Cursor: 2D selections

A 2D cursor could be useful for certain selections and controls. For
example, for controlling the color of smart lights, we could use the
Y-axis for brightness, and X-axis for hue. To support such interactions, we use a crosshair, which can be rendered in 2 operations
(horizontal line + vertical line).

5.5

Scalable typography: animations, efects
and interaction with segmented characters

We enable parallel rendering of interactive text and digits in hidden interfaces by segmenting characters into shared rectilinear
components. We maximize the reuse of a small number of unique
row/column combinations such that the full character set can be
composed with as few operations as possible. We are, however,
not limited to specifc resolutions or positions given that it is a
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Figure 7: UI elements through textile. Top: Slider. The sliders move left when touching the capacitive touch sensor on the left
and vice versa. The sliders are composed of a dark hollow rectangle and a bright solid rectangle. Center: Switch. The switch
will toggle on/of when touched nearby. It renders dark when turned of and bright when turned on. Botom: Toggle. Selection
boxes will toggle between flled/hollow (on/of) when the closest electrode is tapped.
matrix display. There are many possible strategies to implement
characters using segments, and to demonstrate the versatility of
the matrix display, we implement 7-segment characters to facilitate comparison with popular 7-segment LED displays, which have
fxed positions and resolution. Our implementation is a proof-ofconcept, which omits characters with diagonal strokes (e.g., "k", "v",
"x"), but it would be straightforward to extend the font with additional segments that trade brightness for resolution with additional
operations.
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5.5.1 Optimized rendering of 7-segment characters. Individual 7segment characters require ≤3 operations, whereas a string of any
length requires ≤5 operations due to the redundancies across rows
and columns. Figure 8 shows how character sequences have ≤3
unique groups of horizontal strokes and ≤2 unique groups of vertical strokes. Figure 9 shows a thermostat control with digits and bar
graph.
5.5.2 Scalable typography. There is no added cost in introducing
or modifying segments as long as they align with existing groups.
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Figure 8: Scalable typography: 7-segment characters. Individual characters can be rendered in 1-3 operations. Strings of arbitrary length require at most 5 operations, since there can only be 3 unique groups of horizontal strokes and 2 unique groups
of vertical strokes. See "907"/"HEY", operations 1-3 and 4-5.
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Figure 9: Thermostat control on veneer. The current temperature is displayed with digits, as well as mapped on a bar graph.
The temperature can be adjusted by touching the top or bottom.

Figure 10: Animating typography. Per-frame control of rendering parameters enables 2.5D efects. Here, the number "10" is
shown with scale, brightness and strokeweight increasing with "proximity" to the viewer. In contrast to fxed 7-segment LEDs,
our high-speed matrix display allows the font to be smoothly animated, enabling the text to scroll, bounce, scale, or zoom.
We can therefore dynamically vary strokeweight to make thinner/thicker characters, change font size or adjust aspect ratio, e.g.,
to ft more characters onto the screen. Such changes can be applied
on a per-frame basis to animate text properties in real-time. This
fexibility is a major advantage compared to traditional 7-segment
displays where the segments are in a fxed size, shape and position.
5.5.3 Animations, Efects and Interaction. The per-frame-control
of font properties coupled with the high frame rate of the display
enables very fuid animations. These capabilities greatly expand the
expressivity of the rectilinear graphics, far beyond what is possible
on fxed 7-segment LED displays. We implemented three efects to
illustrate this expressivity:
(1) 1D Scrolling text. Scrolling ticker that smoothly animates
text going from right to left for showing longer messages.
Users can interactively control the speed. A fxed 7-segment
LED display would have to shift characters in large discrete
steps (the width of one digit at a time), which would interfere
with the perception of continuity.
(2) Text with 2D motion. Clock display that users can position
in 2D using touch interaction — by scaling the font size, users
can choose between larger digits showing hours and minutes,
or smaller digits that include seconds.
(3) Text with 2.5D motion. By leveraging per-frame changes
to scale, brightness and strokeweight, we realized a zooming
efect in our countdown display where numbers sequentially
"fy" out towards the user. (Figure 10).

6

IMPLEMENTATION

In our proof-of-concept implementation, we leverage a PMOLED
display (Truly) with 128×96 resolution that has all rows and columns
broken out to a fexible header. Unlike PMOLED displays in products, it has no driver chip, instead all row/column drivers are routed
to a connector for direct access. We use a custom PCB with fourteen 16-channel Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) to directly

interface the 224 lines (14 DACs × 16 channels = 224 channels = 128
columns + 96 rows) from a Raspberry Pi 3 A+ over SPI. Software
creates each frame by writing row and column voltages to a framebufer, which are then clocked out to the DACs (Analog Devices
LTC2668).
For touch interaction, we built a ring-shaped PCB surrounding the display with 12 electrodes arranged in arc segments. The
electrodes are connected to a capacitive proximity touch sensor
controller (NXP MPR121), which is interfaced over I2 C from the
Raspberry Pi. Our software is written in Python. See Figure 9 for
an interactive thermostat with scalable text, graphical slider and
touch-based interaction.
A 3D-printed cylindrical enclosure encapsulates all components,
except the power supply. The enclosure is designed to also hold in
place diferent materials to allow characterization. Flexible materials, such as textile, can be stretched over it, whereas rigid materials
are cut into circular discs. See Figure 11.

Capacitive Touch
Electrodes

PMOLED

Display
Positioner

Cover

Frame

Display Driver for
Parallel Rendering
Raspberry Pi 3 A+

Figure 11: The physical prototype is designed as a compact
stack of a Raspberry PI 3 A+ single-board computer, custom
PCB with analog DACs, custom PMOLED, and a ring-shaped
PCB with electrodes for capacitive touch.
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7

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

To evaluate our hidden interfaces capabilities we characterize display performance through four common transmissive materials
and compare with traditional scanline rendering on PMOLED and
two modern AMOLED displays.

7.1

Experimental setup for brightness
characterization through materials

To assess how well our approach enables hidden interfaces in traditional materials, we performed a technical characterization across
diferent materials with transmissive properties to quantify the
efects on brightness. We placed the display fush behind the transmissive materials and measured brightness on the other side with a
light meter (Speedmaster L-958D-U, Sekonic) 10 mm away from the
display. We measured brightness in lux (lx), a unit that indicates
light intensity as perceived by the human eye. We report the maximum value from fve measurements. Before each measurement,
we obtained the baseline lux value with the display turned of to
ensure consistent capture. The environmental light was kept dim
to provide a mean of 0.2 lx, which is slightly above the light meter’s
minimum sensitivity. The displays were powered by a benchtop
power supply (SPD1168X, Siglent), which was also used to measure
the current consumption using its integrated meter.
7.1.1 Material conditions. We measured the brightness in seven
conditions — with no material and with six everyday materials (as
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shown in Figure 12), where the choice of materials was informed
by the large-scale survey results and common use in home environments:
(1) No cover. (baseline)
(2) Acrylic, white translucent (AC915-W12L24Q4,
Plastic-Craft Products). 1.6 mm thickness.
(3) PETG, clear (SainSmart PRO-3). 1 mm thickness. 3D-printed
(FDM: MK3S, Prusa), 15% fll and 0.2 mm layers.
(4) Wood veneer (SCV-20-MXDOM&EXOTIC, Sauers). 0.5 mm
thickness.
(5) Mirror: one-way vinyl window flm with a mirror fnish (SV006901000, HIDBEA). 0.2 mm thickness.
(6) Basswood sheet (111222333. Qj-solar). 1.6 mm thickness.
(7) Textile: Gray Linen Fabric (Dekoth) 0.4 mm thickness.
Textile mesh, similar to common smart speaker material.
7.1.2 Apparatus. We used three baselines to contextualize the performance of the parallel rendering on our PMOLED. Our frst baseline is scanline rendering on the same PMOLED panel. We also
compare against two AMOLED displays since performance can
vary with size. Baseline 2 is a small, 1.4" modern AMOLED display
(TOP139AMOLED01.0, Wisecoco), designed for smartwatch use.
It was chosen as it is close in size to our PMOLED (27×21 mm)
with its 35.3 mm radius and 400×400 resolution. Baseline 3 is a
larger 5.5" (140 mm) AMOLED display (16103, Waveshare) with
1920×1080 resolution. Both displays are driven by an HDMI driver,
connected to a PC. The displays are attached to an evaluation board

Figure 12: Top: An example showing the performance diference between parallel rendering on the PMOLED (this work) and
a similarly sized modern AMOLED (baseline 2), when displaying a small flled rectangle in seven material conditions. The
displays are covered by the materials used in our evaluation to illustrate the resulting brightness, difusion and absorption.
Botom: For each material, we show logarithmic plots comparing the parallel PMOLED rendering (this work) with the three
baselines for the four shapes (small/large×flled/unflled rectangles). The logarithmic plots reveal how our technique achieves
many times the brightness (>5-40X) of the baselines for most materials and shapes.
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Table 2: An overview of the measured brightness values (lx) across four types of rectangles and seven material conditions
using PMOLED parallel (this work) and the three baselines: PMOLED scanline (baseline 1), and a small (baseline 2) and large
(baseline 3) state-of-the-art AMOLED display. Cells are color-coded if the brightness is >5X, >10X, >20X or >40X dimmer than
our technique. PMOLED parallel is brighter across all material and content, in most cases >5-40X brighter than the baselines,
making it a promising approach to enable cost-efective and expressive hidden interfaces.
Large unfilled rectangle

Large filled rectangle

Small unfilled rectangle

Small filled rectangle

Parallel
PMOLED

Scanline
PMOLED

1.4"
AMOLED

5.5"
AMOLED

Parallel
PMOLED

Scanline
PMOLED

1.4"
AMOLED

5.5"
AMOLED

Parallel
PMOLED

Scanline
PMOLED

1.4"
AMOLED

5.5"
AMOLED

Parallel
PMOLED

Scanline
PMOLED

1.4"
AMOLED

5.5"
AMOLED

No cover
170.00
Acrylic
90.00
PETG
100.00
Wood Veneer 16.00
Mirror
30.00
Basswood
1.10
Textile
35.00

9.30
4.40
4.70
1.30
1.30
0.67
0.90

2.50
1.40
1.60
0.70
0.63
0.67
0.47

2.80
1.20
1.30
0.70
0.63
0.55
0.45

3 000.00
2 000.00
2 000.00
340.00
600.00
14.00
280.00

230.00
130.00
140.00
19.00
35.00
1.50
20.00

230.00
86.00
110.00
19.00
28.00
1.20
16.00

280.00
150.00
150.00
28.00
53.00
1.30
23.00

90.00
60.00
65.00
11.00
17.00
1.00
13.00

5.40
3.50
2.90
1.40
1.60
1.10
1.00

5.00
2.30
2.90
0.90
1.10
0.55
0.77

6.00
3.30
3.80
1.20
1.40
0.47
0.90

400.00
280.00
300.00
46.00
90.00
1.60
43.00

20.00
10.00
11.00
2.50
3.50
1.00
2.00

12.00
4.40
5.70
1.30
1.90
0.67
1.00

16.00
9.00
11.00
2.00
3.00
0.60
2.00

All values in lx

> 5X dimmer

to allow current measurements and they provide direct interface
access without requiring an operating system. We used white color
for the rendered contents and kept the other pixels black.

7.2

Evaluation 1: rectangle primitives

We frst performed our measurements using four variants of the
shapes used for our rectilinear UI elements: Small 3×3 mm flled (1)
and unflled (2) rectangles, large 15×15 mm flled (3), and unflled
(4) rectangles. The unflled rectangles had a 0.15 mm line thickness.
The parallel rendering was brighter than the three baselines
(PMOLED scanline and two AMOLED displays) for all materials
and across all shapes, as shown in Figure 12 and Table 2. The parallel
rendering was typically ≥10X brighter for all the materials, except
for the 1.5 mm basswood sheet since it blocked most of the light
for all techniques, even if we observe a 5–10X advantage for the
large flled rectangle. The diference was more signifcant with the
thinner 0.5 mm wood veneer with ≥5X the brightness compared to
the baselines. As the large-scale surveys indicated a preference for
wood and mirror materials, these results are encouraging since our

Measured lux in comparison to Parallel PMOLED (this work)
> 10X dimmer
> 20X dimmer
> 40X dimmer

technique provides a signifcant brightness boost for both wood
veneer (5–20X) and mirror (10–40X).
Figure 12 shows an example of how brightness, absorption, and
difusion varies across the diferent materials for parallel rendering
on the PMOLED, and how it compares to a similarly sized AMOLED
display. The PMOLED has a pixel density of 6.4 px/mm, which
is quite a bit lower than the AMOLEDs — 11.3 px/mm for the
small (baseline 2) and 15.9 px/mm for the large display (baseline
3). To ensure consistent brightness comparisons across shapes, we
illuminate the same area on each display, lighting up more pixels
for the more dense displays.
The lux values observed for the large flled rectangle suggest
that our display can also perform well in sunlight, since outdoor
displays need to have a brightness of 1570+ lx (500+ nits) [22].
As shown in Table 2, the large flled rectangle achieved 2000 lx
for PETG (FDM 3D-printed) and acrylic. Figure 13 shows how the
same content under wood veneer is afected by varying ambient
brightness, comparing our parallel PMOLED rendering with the

Figure 13: Display performance under diferent ambient lighting conditions. This example varies the ambient light from 130
lux (brightest) to 10 lux (darkest) to illustrate the efect on a rendered 3 mm2 rectangle under wood veneer. Top: Parallel
rendering on PMOLED (this work). Botom: Same content displayed using the 5.5" AMOLED (baseline 3), which in our lab
measurements was >20X dimmer.
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large 5.5" AMOLED (baseline 3). The diferences match our lab
measurements of >20X higher brightness for the parallel PMOLED.
7.2.1 Power consumption. While power consumption might not be
critical for wall-powered home devices, it is an essential consideration for battery-powered scenarios. The power varied widely based
on content, so we report current consumption while displaying
the large flled rectangle. For each measurement, we subtracted the
current consumption of the display driver and the Raspberry Pi
3A+. On the PMOLED, we measured 227 mA and 253 mA current
consumption for scanline and parallel rendering, respectively. The
11% diference suggests that our approach does not signifcantly
increase energy consumption, while providing >1.5–20X brighter
visuals compared to scanline on PMOLED. The small and large
AMOLEDs consumed 79 mA and 174 mA, respectively. While our
technique had a 1.5–3X increase in energy consumption, it is still
more efcient, given the signifcantly brighter visuals (often 1020X). We do, however, believe that more optimized display drivers
could be benefcial to help reduce power consumption.

7.3

Evaluation 2: representative UI elements —
number, sliders, toggles, and text string

To contextualize the fndings from our technical characterization
with more realistic content, we also evaluated a selection of UIs
that could be rendered with 3–5 operations.
(1) Number "2" to represent the worst-case scenario for rendering a single 7-segment character, since single characters can
be rendered in one (e.g., "1"), two (e.g., "J") or three operations (e.g., "P"). The number had a height of 12 mm and a
width of 14 mm. (3 operations)
(2) 2×2 grid of toggles, with two flled and two unflled, covering
a 17×17 mm area. (4 operations)
(3) 3 sliders, partially flled at 10%, 50%, and 90%, respectively.
The sliders were rendered over a 28×16 mm area. (5 operations)

(4) The text “GOOD LIFE” represents our ability to render 7segment strings of arbitrary length using at most fve operations. The text was rendered over a 28×8 mm area. (5
operations)
The brightness was measured using the previously described
experimental procedure, but we focused our comparison on parallel
PMOLED (this work) and the best-performing baseline, the 5.5"
AMOLED display (baseline 3).
The parallel PMOLED rendering was brighter than the AMOLED
for all materials and shapes, except the basswood sheet, as seen in
Figure 14 and the table in Appendix C. For both displays, the 1.6 mm
basswood sheet did not let more than 4 lux pass through, which is far
below the comfortable legibility of 31 lux for indoor display [20]. For
all other materials, we observed a 3.6-9.3X brightness increase for
parallel rendering. Across all conditions, except the light-blocking
basswood, parallel rendering was 5–8.7X brighter for the text "2",
5.7–9.3X brighter for the 4 toggles, 4.9–6X brighter for the 3 sliders,
and 3.6–7.2X brighter for the text "GOOD LIFE". Therefore, with
a larger number of operations and more complex shapes, parallel
PMOLED rendering is still signifcantly brighter than the bestperforming AMOLED display.

7.4

Discussion

The technical evaluation suggests that parallel PMOLED rendering
can enable hidden interfaces using a wide range of everyday materials, such as acrylic, PETG, wood veneer, mirror and textile. While
the thick basswood sheet (1.6 mm) was not sufciently transmissive,
the thinner wood veneer (0.5 mm) worked well. For the compatible
materials, we observed a signifcant advantage for parallel PMOLED
rendering both for primitives (small/large, flled/unflled rectangles)
and for representative UI elements. For the primitives, we observed
an improvement of at least 5X and in some cases exceeding 40X
over the baselines. For the representative UI elements, we observed
an improvement of between 3.6-9.3X over the best-performing
AMOLED. It is encouraging that content-adaptive display driving
can make efective use of low-resolution, low-complexity PMOLED
displays. At the cost of around $2.5 in large quantities [1], they are

□■
■□

+1000%

"2" (3 ops)

4 toggles (4 ops)

3 sliders (5 ops)

"Good life" (5 ops)

■ No cover ■ Acrylic ■ PETG ■ Wood Veneer ■ Mirror ■ Basswood ■ Textile
Figure 14: Brightness experiment with representative shapes. Measurements are done across seven material conditions using
PMOLED parallel (this work) and large state-of-the-art AMOLED display. Photos of the shapes (f/22, 1/5s, ISO100, and 420 lx)
are shown above the measurement plots.
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a) Experience with using smart devices/appliances b) Importance of device design blending into home
speaker
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lightswitch
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c) Most promising materials?
*
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661 (42%)
608 (39%)
581 (37%)
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Figure 15: a) Participants’ experience with diferent smart appliances or devices (they could select more than one). b) Distribution of participants who rated how important it was that smart device design matched the style of the home. c) Mirror was
considered the most promising material for hidden interfaces (participants could choose more than one).
1. smart appliance (x 0.48)

Use case desirability
appliance
furniture
lightswitch
mirror
speaker
thermostat

2. smart furniture (x 0.36)

3. smart lightswitch (x 0.29)

*

4. smart mirror (x 0.57)

0

500

1,000

5. smart speaker (x 0.47)

6. smart thermostat (x 0.35)

+2 | Extremely desirable
+1 | Desirable
0 | Neither desirable nor undesirable
-1 | Undesirable
-2 | Extremely undesirable

1,500

Figure 16: Lef: Distribution of desirability ratings for the six proposed use cases based on images and a video that participants
watched (see supplementary material). Right: Images shown in the survey to ask participants about the desirability for each
use case after having watched a video with interactive versions of these UIs. Each image shows a home device scenario and a
closeup of the UI on our display under the corresponding material.
a viable and practical opportunity for ubiquitous devices, compared
to popular high-fdelity AMOLEDs, which are signifcantly more
expensive ($24.50 in large quantities over 1000 [31]).
These fndings suggest that parallel rendering on PMOLED has
the potential for signifcantly better performance to enable hidden
interfaces in everyday materials, at a lower cost than competing
alternatives and without drastically increasing power consumption.

8

FEEDBACK ON IMPLEMENTED USE CASES
WITH 1572 PARTICIPANTS

The foundational surveys asked participants to imagine hidden display scenarios, helping inform our implementation. In this survey
we use video and photos of our interactive UI prototypes to solicit
initial feedback on potential desirability.

8.1

Participants

We leveraged Google Surveys [11] again to deploy a nine-question
survey to Android users of the Google Opinion Rewards app (requirement when using video), and we targeted the general population in the United States of all ages and gender. Figure 15a) and b)
summarize participants’ experience with smart devices/appliances,
and perceived importance of device style and aesthetics. Of the 1572
responses 45% were women and 55% men, across all age ranges
(18%: 18–24, 25%: 25–34, 21%: 35–44, 14%: 45–54, 10%: 55–64, and
12% were 65+).

8.2

Results

After answering background questions, participants watched a oneminute video with diferent possibilities for creating interactive

graphical displays that could appear through four chosen materials
(wood, mirror, textile and plastic). We summarize the main fndings
in this section, but the detailed results from the statistical analysis
are provided in Appendix B.
Use cases. For six use cases, we showed participants an image
(limited by the platform to 300×250 pixels) of an appliance in a
home context next to a closeup of a UI on our display under the
corresponding material (See Figure 16). Respondents ranked the
desirability of each use case on a 5-point Likert scale. The analysis
shows that the mirror use case was rated signifcantly higher than
the thermostat, furniture and lightswitch use cases (See Figure 16).
The lightswitch use case was also signifcantly lower rated than
mirror, appliance and speaker.
Most promising material. We also asked participants which traditional materials they found to be the most promising for hiding
displays. Results are summarized in Figure 15c, showing that mirror
was rated as signifcantly more promising than the other materials,
and that wood was rated signifcantly higher than plastic.

8.3

Discussion

The smart mirror was considered the most promising use case and
material. The foundational surveys identifed general interest in
mirror materials, but its popularity really stood out in this survey.
While only 19/1572 participants (≈1%) had experience with smart
mirrors, 1058 (67%) identifed mirror as one of the most promising
materials, and it was consistently ranked as the most desirable use
case. The ubiquity of mirrors in homes, combined with a clearer image quality as compared to the three difusing materials, might have
contributed to the positive rankings. Further research is needed for
further qualitative insights.

Hidden Interfaces

Information display use cases seemed to be more preferred than
tangible controls. The results suggest that information display use
cases may be more promising for hidden interfaces. We showed a
progress bar on a dishwasher, a visual alert on a smart mirror and
sound visualization on a smart speaker. In contrast, the lightswitch
was consistently ranked lowest, followed by thermostat and furniture controls. Users may prefer the tangible benefts of physical
controls, for example, when fnding the switch to turn on the lights
in a dark room. Users might also already have accepted how devices
are installed and used in the home, being more reluctant to modifcations to walls and furniture in contrast to devices and appliances.
Further research and studies are needed.

9

USER STUDY

The large-scale surveys provided a large-scale perspective on the
motivation for our use cases with thousands of respondents with
diverse backgrounds. Those results, combined with our technical
evaluation, informed our interest in further insights from in-person
participant feedback on content, materials and interactions with our
prototype. We concluded that an in-person lab study would be wellsuited to provide such complementary technical and qualitative
feedback from hands-on user experience and impressions.

9.1

Participants

We recruited 11 participants in the US from a local university, three
were women and eight were men. Two participants were 18-24,
and nine were 25-34 years old (we only collect age ranges at our
institution). The participants were students (5), engineers (4) and
researchers (2), and received no compensation.

9.2

Apparatus

We used the display hardware prototype described in Section Implementation with Python software adapted for our user experiments.
The display was positioned at a 27-degree-angle, 30 cm from the participant’s eyes. An ofce lamp (LED bulb, 3000K) with a dimmer was
used to adjust the lighting to reach desired levels, as measured by a
light meter (SpeedmasterL-958D-U, Sekonic). The experiments used
three levels: dark (3-5 lux), normal (80-100), and bright (180-200 lux).
The experiments focused on the most promising materials from the
large-scale surveys: wood veneer (#4, SCV-20-MXDOM&EXOTIC,
Sauers, 0.5 mm) and mirror (#5, SV006901000, HIDBEA, 0.2 mm).
Additionally, we included textile (#7, Gray Linen Fabric, Dekoth,
0.4 mm) given its popularity in smart speaker products.

9.3

Study design

9.3.1 Legibility: possible and preferred content sizes under diferent
material and lighting conditions. This experiment shows content
on the display to the participant, as it is covered by three diferent
materials and under three diferent lighting conditions. The material
and lighting condition orders were randomized. These preliminary
experiments serve as an initial exploration of text visibility on our
displays using our proof-of-concept character set.
(1) Minimum character size. A random character (number or
letter) was shown. The size was increased in steps by the experimenter until the participant could recognize and verbally
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confrm the shown character. Each participant performed 90
trials (10 repetitions × 3 materials × 3 lighting conditions).
(2) Preferred UI sizes. One of three UI elements was shown on
the display (bar graph, toggle, three-letter string). The experimenter adjusted the content size until the participant said it
was their preferred size. Each participant performed 27 trials
(3 content types × 3 materials × 3 lighting conditions).
9.3.2 Interacting with a hidden interface. This experiment uses a
more realistic hidden interface for interaction with contents under
the mirror material, which was the highest rated in our large-scale
surveys. Participants were asked to match a prompted target temperature by increasing/decreasing a simulated thermostat control
using touch, while monitoring corresponding changes of displayed
digits and a bar chart. The target value was randomized to 10–20
steps below/above the current value and participants performed 10
trials under normal lighting. We were primarily interested in giving
participants an informed experience for our qualitative feedback
form, although we measured performance to understand how the
experience varied across participants. Therefore, we did not include
a baseline, given that our emphasis was not on how well our touch
interface performed.
9.3.3 Qalitative feedback: Feedback form. Participants flled out
an extended form that combined questions from the three largescale surveys. In addition to the questions and viewing the video
with the concepts, they were also able to provide more detailed
open-ended feedback.

9.4

Analysis

We performed repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and pair-wise post-hoc comparisons using paired samples t-tests
with Bonferroni correction for the legibility and interaction tasks.
For the surveys, similarly to the large-scale survey analysis, we
performed KW tests and pair-wise post-hoc comparisons using
MWU with Bonferroni correction.

9.5

Legibility and interaction

9.5.1 Legibility: minimum character size. ANOVAs for each of
the three brightness levels suggested a signifcant efect of material on character size (Fdar k (2, 20)=159.77, Fnormal (2, 20)=153.89,
Fbr iдht (2, 20)=192.00, all P<.001). Post-hoc analyses suggest that
mirror (x dar k =8.26, x normal =8.35, x br iдht =8.79) allowed a significantly smaller character size (all P<.001), whereas no efect was
found between textile (x dar k =20.76, x normal =20.82, x br iдht =21.84)
and wood (x dar k =20.20, x normal =21.45, x br iдht = 21.75). ANOVAs
for each of the materials suggested an efect of brightness on minimum character size for wood (Fwood (2, 20)=3.91, P=.04), although
that efect was not present in the post-hoc analyses. No efect was
seen for mirror (Fmir r or (2, 20)=0.71, P=.50) or textile (Ft ex t il e (2,
20)=1.98, P=.16). See Figure 17, left and Table 3, left.
9.5.2 Legibility: Character error rate. Occasionally, the characters
were identifed incorrectly. Overall error rate was 2.93%. The letter
’g’ had the highest error with 6 misidentifcations, followed by ’d’ (4
errors), and ’e’, ’a’ and ’8’ with 3 errors. Letter ’q’ was misclassifed
twice, and ’p, y, 9, 7, s, n’ once. Wood and textile had 14 and 12
misidentifcation errors, respectively, while the mirror material had
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Figure 17: Legibility experiments for the three materials (mirror, wood, textile), grouped by the three environmental lighting
conditions (dark, normal, bright). Lef: Distribution of minimum character sizes (10 repetitions per condition). Right: Distribution of preferred character sizes for bar graph, text (three-letter string), and toggle.
Table 3: Efect of material on minimum character size and preferred UI element sizes. ANOVAs and paired samples t-tests show
that the mirror material enabled signifcantly smaller sizes than textile or wood materials. (***: P<.001, **: P<.005, *: P ≤.05)
Minimum character size
F(2, 20)
t t ex t il e/mir r or (10)
t t ex t il e/wood (10)
tmir r or /wood (10)

Preferred UI element size

dark

normal

bright

dark

normal

bright

159.77
***16.10
0.59
***-19.60

153.89
***17.51
-0.67
***-15.20

192.00
***16.19
0.10
***-18.76

35.98
***6.86
0.32
***-8.88

60.93
***10.05
-0.64
***-8.82

41.27
***7.32
1.30
***-6.93

only 3 errors. The number of errors did not difer signifcantly due
to brightness level, with 7 errors made in low brightness and 11 in
both normal and high brightness.
9.5.3 Legibility: Preferred UI element size. ANOVAs for each of the
three brightness levels suggest a signifcant efect of material on
preferred UI element size for the bar graph, toggle and the 3-letter
text string (Fdar k (2, 20)=35.98, Fnormal (2, 20)=60.93, Fbr iдht (2,
20)=41.27, all P<.001). We observed a similar efect as for the minimum character size, as also these post-hoc analyses suggested
that mirror (x dar k =36.79, x normal =37.85, x br iдht =40.48) resulted
in a signifcantly smaller preferred element size (all P<.001), while
no efect was found between textile (x dar k =61.70, x normal =58.91,
x br iдht =62.85) and wood (x dar k =60.58, x normal = 60.30, x br iдht =
60.15). ANOVAs for each of the materials did not show an effect of brightness on minimum character size for any material
(Fmir r or (2, 20)=2.70, P=.09; Fwood (2, 20)=0.02, P=.98; Ft ex t il e (2,
20)=1.85, P=.18). See Figure 17, right and Table 3, right.
9.5.4 Interaction. It took participants approximately 5 seconds on
average (x=4.98, SD=1.74) to increase/decrease the value by 10–20
steps. A step change took less than 0.5 seconds on average (x=0.38,
SD=0.13). We observed a 16% error rate where participants indicated

completion while their fnal value deviated from the target value by
±1 (15/18), ±2 (1/18), or ±3 (2/18). Participants 4 and 10 represented
more than half of the errors (10/18) with 6 and 4 errors, respectively.
Figure 18 also suggests that participant 4 was distinctly slower than
other participants.

9.6

Survey and ratings

All participants had experience with a smart home device and they
all found it desirable that device aesthetics matched the existing
style in their homes. Most of our participants (9/11) also found it
desirable that displays and devices could appear on-demand.
9.6.1 Material preferences. A KW test found a signifcant efect
for how participants rated material desirability (H(3)=9.21, P=.03),
but that efect was not present in post-hoc analyses using MWU
tests. The results from the user study do, however, align with the
popularity of the mirror material in the large-scale survey. In fact,
the average score for mirror was more than twice as high (x=1.91)
compared to wood (x=0.91), plastic (x =0.82), and more than four
times that of textile (x=0.45).
For the separate question on the most promising materials, where
participants could select multiple materials, mirror was again the
most popular (10/11), followed by wood (7/11), plastic (6/11) and
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Figure 18: Interacting with a simulated thermostat on the hidden display, time distributions for the 11 participants. Lef: Time
to make one step value change. Right: Overall task time of changing a value by ±10–20 steps.

textile (5/11). A KW test did, however, not fnd a signifcant efect
(H(3)=5.375, P=.15).

that the rectilinear rendering techniques perform similarly in dark
and bright environments.

9.6.2 Content preferences. We ran a KW test for the desirability of the diferent content types, which revealed a signifcant effect (H(4)=25.62, P<.001). Posthoc analysis with MWU tests found
signifcant diferences when comparing basic content (text, input
controls, icons) vs. image-based content (images/video); text vs. images/video (MWUt ex t /imaдes =106, P=.04; MWUt ex t /video =105,
P=.04), input controls vs. images/video (MWUcont r ol s/imaдes =10,
P=.01; MWUcont r ol s/video =11, P=.02), and icons vs. images/video
(MWUicons/imaдes =108, P=.02; MWUicons/video =107, P=.03). The
analysis shows that text (x=2.36), input controls (x=2.36) and icons
(x=2.27) were signifcantly higher rated than images (x=0.36) and
video (x=0.36).

9.7.2 Reducing the character misidentification errors. Occasionally,
characters were misidentifed in the preliminary legibility experiment. It is not unlikely that material irregularities in the textile
weave and wood grain could have been the cause of error. Occasionally such irregularities align with character strokes, interfering
with their visibility. For example, ’q’ was misclassifed three times
as ’c’, due to not being able to clearly see the right vertical stroke. A
possible solution is to have a completely uniform material; however,
that might not be practical from a manufacturability, aesthetics or
cost perspective. In the future, it may be interesting to explore
strategies to dynamically shift the characters and/or adjust stroke
weights. The movement could be minimal and imperceptible to
the eye, which may alleviate blockages due to materials imperfections and non-uniformity. The scalable and dynamic nature of
our display is a signifcant advantage over 7-segment and discrete
LED displays, where shifting or stroke adjustment is not possible,
making it challenging to compensate for irregular cover materials.

9.6.3 Use case. The average ratings for the diferent hidden interface use cases suggested that smart mirror was the most popular,
although a KW test did not fnd a signifcant efect (H(5)=7.45, P=.19;
x mir r or =2.18, x appl iance =1.55, x speaker =1.36, x t hermost at =1.36,
x liдht swit ch =1.27, x f ur nitur e =1.18).

9.7

Discussion

9.7.1 Material afects minimum and preferred size of contents. The
results from the preliminary legibility experiment suggest that
the material signifcantly afects the minimum character size and
preferred UI element size. The mirror material enabled signifcantly
smaller font sizes compared to wood or textile, since the mirror
material difuses less light, and characters appear more clear. That
characteristic is also a plausible explanation for why participants
were satisfed with smaller UI elements on the mirror material,
while preferring larger ones with wood and textile. We observed
no statistical signifcance diference between textile and wood.
Based on these fndings, we see an opportunity for automatically
adjusting rendering style and content size based on the cover material to maximize legibility, since we support scalable graphics and
stroke thickness without sacrifcing the high brightness.
We did not observe an efect of brightness levels on minimal
character size or preferred UI element size, which might suggest

9.7.3 Interactions with thermometer UI. Our data suggests that
most participants were able to successfully control the simulated
thermometer with reasonable performance. These fndings indicate
that our prototype supports the exploration of intended ambient
device scenarios where a hidden interface could appear on-demand
for brief interactions. Upon discussion, the experimenter had observed that errors arose mainly from the capacitive touch sensing
occasionally losing its calibration, which made it too, or not sufciently, sensitive to the participant’s touch. The sensitivity issues
and a resulting slower performance was especially signifcant for
participant 4.
9.7.4 Qalitative in-person feedback. The preferences and ratings
by participants with hands-on device experience reinforced the feedback from 1572 survey respondents who had watched a video of the
device and concept. The lab study confrmed the potential for mirror
as the most promising material and the smart mirror as the highest
rated use case. As in the evaluative large-scale survey, information
display use cases (smart mirror, appliance, speaker) received higher
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average scores than tangible controls (smart lightswitch, thermostat and furniture), even if those diferences were not statistically
signifcant for the 11 participants. Participants did, however, rate
the importance of text, icons and input controls signifcantly higher
than images and video. That feedback suggests that rectilinear rendering is well-suited for hidden interfaces, given its emphasis on
simple vector-based UI graphics.
Participants also provided comments about the most positive
and most negative aspects of the approach at the end of the study.
• Seamlessness. Participants appreciated the potential for
seamless, integrated control of home devices: "magical to
make controls appear in walls or common objects [P4]", "can
make control very convenient [P8]".
• Appearance. Another positive theme was related to appearance: "makes every surface elegant [P8]", "would make certain
objects appear more elegant [P4]", "simplicity [P10]", "aesthetics
[P11]".
• Discoverability. Participants found discoverability both
positive ("guests [...] can’t access my thermostat if they don’t
know where it is" [P6]) and negative: "difcult for people to understand the existence of interfaces [P11]", "invisibility might
reduce the product functionality and our understanding of its
functionality/existence [P5]".
• Material interference. Several participants expressed concerns with the difusion of wood and textile: "the dispersion
of the light [P4]", "could be a hinder to user visibility [P7]", "not
that clear behind some materials [P8]", "pattern [...] difuses
light [...] makes some numbers difcult to read [P9]".
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our technique targets simple UIs that can be represented with rectilinear graphics. By leveraging parallel rendering, we demonstrate
very bright displays that can project through materials. The use
of rectilinear primitives, however, limits possible content and constrains the UI to a specifc design aesthetic. While we show how
typography can be efciently represented using segmented rendering with signifcantly more expressivity than fxed 7-segment LED
displays, we are also interested in representations of more general
text, fonts and images. At that stage and with a more fully developed
character set, we would be interested in end-to-end psychophysical
evaluations of typeface properties, materials and visibility using
more advanced methods, such as visual search tasks and adaptive
staircase procedures [10, 36].
Future work could also investigate more advanced decompositions of vector graphics and natural images. Additionally, we
observe that increased UI complexity adds operations, which reduce the overall brightness. For UIs where diferent screens have
diferent complexity, consistent application brightness will require
additional considerations, such as using global minimal brightness
levels. Longitudinal deployments will complement the results from
our large-scale surveys and lab evaluations by allowing us to go
deeper into understanding user adoption and behavior with hidden
interfaces.
In future work, we are also interested in exploring the technique
on larger displays and with capacitive touch sensing overlaid on the

Alex Olwal and Artem Dementyev

display, instead of around it. While the proof-of-concept implementation that we use is based on a large array of DACs, more efcient
designs could be engineered based on FPGAs (feld programmable
gate arrays) or ASICs (application specifc integrated circuit). Such
designs would signifcantly reduce the size and the cost of the architecture, and would enable simple serial or I2 C communication
from basic microcontrollers.
Our large-scale surveys targeted the US since it was the largest
population that we could deploy to with the survey tool. Additionally, the US has the highest penetration of smart home devices,
which helped us get a large number of respondents with relevant
experience. However, in the future, it will be helpful to expand to
other geographical regions to understand how our results would
apply to other populations.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we enable interfaces that can be embedded in traditional materials and appear on demand. Our large-scale online
surveys and lab evaluation suggest unmet opportunities to introduce hidden displays with simple, yet expressive, dynamic and
interactive UI elements and text in traditional materials, especially
leveraging wood and mirror materials to blend into people’s homes.
Hidden Interfaces leverages parallel rendering of rectilinear UIs
to enable the signifcant brightness necessary to project through the
materials that we use to hide the display. The low-complexity optimization of widely available PMOLED displays makes our approach
particularly suitable for ubiquitous and ambient computing, where
scalability and cost are critical considerations. The technique does
not require display modifcations, as it can be straightforwardly
implemented in a modifed display driver integrated circuit.
We present an interactive hardware system to implement hidden interfaces in diferent materials, such as wood veneer, plastics,
textiles, and mirrors. We leverage our prototypes in technical characterization of the technique’s abilities to project high-brightness
visuals through a range of transmissive materials. The technical
evaluation suggests that our technique can render rectilinear graphics with a signifcantly higher brightness than what is possible with
both traditional scanline rendering and modern AMOLED displays.
In most cases, our technique achieved a brightness improvement
of >5–40X for primitives and 3.6X-9.3X for representative UI elements across diferent materials. It is particularly encouraging
that our technical results suggest that we can meet our surveys’
and lab study’s interests in design-friendly materials such as wood
veneer (>3–20X brightness) and mirrors (>4–40X brightness). We
acknowledge that our technique is not general-purpose, but at 10%
of the cost of comparable AMOLED and with unique brightness
that allows simple graphics to penetrate wood veneer, mirrors, textile and plastic, we believe that it unlocks unique opportunities for
ubiquitous computing.
The evaluative large-scale survey with 1572 participants, who
viewed images and videos of our prototypes, provides further support for the potential of our implemented interfaces — especially
the strong interest for smart mirror use cases and materials — which
was further reinforced by an in-person lab study with 11 participants. The lab study also helped us characterize performance, indicating that parallel rendering is efective across diferent materials

Hidden Interfaces

(wood, textile, and mirror) and lighting conditions. We found that
materials impacted the minimum viewable character size, where
mirror materials enabling a signifcantly smaller size than wood or
textile.
Hidden Interfaces demonstrates how control and feedback surfaces of smart devices and appliances could disappear when not in
use, and appear on the user’s proximity or touch. We hope that this
direction will inspire the community to consider other approaches
and scenarios where technology can fade into the background for a
more harmonious coexistence with traditional materials and human
environments.
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APPENDIX A: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
FOR LARGE-SCALE FOUNDATIONAL
SURVEYS

This section provides detailed results for the statistical analyses of
the two surveys (n=1499 and n=1502) discussed in section 3.
We analyze statistical signifcance on the non-parametric dataset
using Kruskal-Wallis H-tests (KW), and Mann-Whitney U-tests
(MWU) for pair-wise post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction. For many questions, we analyze how participants’ positive
(+), neutral (0) and negative (-) attitudes for an independent variable afected diferent dependent variables, but we always evaluate
against the full Likert-scale range.

12.1

Specifc materials. Desirability for devices
hidden under plastic, wood, mirror or
textile. (n=1499)

12.1.1 Material ratings. A KW test found no signifcant diference
(H(3)=1.26, P=0.74) between ratings for the four materials’ desirability as hidden displays (x mir r or =-0.00, x pl ast ic =-0.04, x t ex t il e =0.04, x wood =-0.03).
12.1.2 Materials × Design preference ("How important is it that
smart device aesthetics and design blend in or match the style of existing objects and furniture in your home?"). We performed a KW test
for the three design preference groups on each of the four materials
and found a signifcant efect for all — plastic (H(2)=14.15, P<.001,
x − =-0.29, x 0 =-0.01, x + =0.05), wood (H(2)=47.60, P<.001, x − =-0.39,
x 0 =-0.04, x + =0.26), textile (H(2)=6.86, P=.03, x − =-0.14, x 0 =-0.05,
x + =0.05), and mirror (H(2)=29.88, P<.001, x − =-0.36, x 0 =0.01, x + =
0.21). Post-hoc analysis did, however, not fnd any efect for textile.
For plastic, The MW tests revealed a diference between negative
(x − =-0.29) and neutral (x 0 =-0.01) participants (MW−/0 U=101604,
P=.03). Post-hoc analysis found diferences between all design attitude groups for both wood (MW−/+ U=48504, P<.001; MW−/0
U=99162, P=.002; MW+/0 U=191452, P<.001) and mirror (MW−/+
U=50918, P<.001; MW−/0 U=99933, P=.004; MW+/0 U=182925, P=
.02).

12.2

Specifc content. Desirability for diferent
content. (n=1502)

12.2.1 Content ratings. A KW test found a signifcant efect between the fve content types (H(4)=19.55, P<.001, x cont r ols =0.20,
x icons =0.21, x imaдes =0.22, x t ex t =0.24, x video =0.04).
Post-hoc analysis revealed a diference between text and video
(MWt ex t /video U=1214948, P=.004), and images and video
(MWimaдes/video U= 1203333, P=.03).
12.2.2 Content × Home device usage ("Do you use or have used any
of these devices?"). We ran a KW test for the two device groups on
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each of the fve content types. People who had used home devices
found text (x no =0.05 < x yes =0.41), controls (x no =0.04 < x yes =0.34),
and images (x no =0.06 < x yes =0.35) more desirable, as revealed by
the KW tests (Ht ex t (1)=21.51, P<.001; Hcont r ols (1)=17.30, P<.001;
Himaдes (1)=3.19, P=.07) and post-hoc analyses (MWt ex t U=316412,
P<.001; MWcont r ols U=312420, P=.002; MWimaдes U=309232, P=.01).
No signifcant efect was found for video (Hvideo (1)=3.19, P=.07,
x no =-0.03, x yes =0.10). While the KW test found an efect for icons
(H(1)=9.93, P=.002, x no =0.09, x yes =0.31), post-hoc analysis did not
(MWicons U=304457, P=.09).
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APPENDIX B: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
FOR LARGE-SCALE EVALUATIVE SURVEY

This section provides detailed results for the statistical analysis of
the survey (n=1572) discussed in section 8.
As previously, our analysis is based on Kruskal-Wallis H-tests
(KW), and pair-wise post-hoc comparisons using Mann-Whitney
U-tests (MWU) with Bonferroni correction.

13.1

Use cases: smart appliances, furniture,
speakers, thermostat, mirrors,
lightswitches

13.1.1 Use case desirability ratings ("How desirable would it be to
you if the use case had display/controls that could appear from underneath traditional materials?"). A KW test found a signifcant
efect (H(5)=66.88, P<.001) between ratings for the six use cases
(x mir r or =0.57, x appliance =0.48, x speaker =0.47, x f ur nitur e =0.36,
x thermost at =0.35, x liдht switch =0.29). Mirror was highest rated
with post-hoc analysis suggesting a signifcant diference when
compared to lightswitch (MWUmir r or /liдht switch =1401435, P<.001),
furniture (MWUf ur nitur e/mir r or =1091895, P<.001), and thermostat (MWUthermost at /mir r or =1103193, P<.001).
The lightswitch was ranked lowest and signifcantly lower than
the mirror, appliance (MWUappliance/liдht switch =1342393, P<.001)
and speaker (MWUspeaker /liдht switch = 1337395, P=.001).

13.2

Most promising material

A KW test identifed a signifcant efect (H(3)=382.23, P<.001) and
post-hoc analysis revealed that mirror was rated as signifcantly
more promising than other materials (MWUmir r or /wood =923550,
MWUmir r or /pl ast ic =860670, MWUmir r or /t ex t il e =881892, all
P<.001). Additionally, wood was rated signifcantly higher than
plastic (MWUwood/pl ast ic =1298472, P=.02).
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APPENDIX C: EVALUATION 2 OF
REPRESENTATIVE UI ELEMENTS

Table 4 provides detailed results for the brightness characterization
with additional representative user interface elements as described
in Section 7.3.

CHI ’22, April 29-May 5, 2022, New Orleans, LA, USA

------->

Table 4: Brightness experiment with representative shapes. Measurements are done across seven materials using PMOLED
parallel (this work) and a large state-of-the-art AMOLED display. The X times dimmer in comparison to this work is colorcoded from low to high as yellow to red.
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od life
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Measured lux in comparison to Parallel PMOLED (this work)
> 2X dimmer
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